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Abstract

Extensive exploration of the database is essential for an effective information mining process. Massive volumes of complex data from various sources or platforms that are integrated and available in datamarts have to be analyzed and studied for any form of knowledge discovery. For example, users like scientists need to query large databases for scientific data analysis and exploration. However, all users may not possess the competencies in Structured Query Language that is in general required, to query relevant data from relational database. Inexperienced users will seldom be proficient with the structural details of the schema and databases. This knowledge is required for all database related activities like generating reports for ad-hoc business requests. A database query recommendation system is a system that assists users by presenting personalized database query recommendations. The framework attempts to identify similarities with previous users' information needs and recommend queries to the current user. An access enabled recommendation engine is an extension to the query recommendation system that supports the capability of recommending queries based on the user's privileges to access a particular database object. For example, the system will refrain from suggesting a query that refers to a database table with confidential data, to a user with insufficient privileges, regardless of whether the query qualifies with highest similarity for recommendation.

Introduction:-

Recent times have witnessed significant growth in data that is available for analysis and mining. Data analysts and business users have excessive information that has to be analyzed exhaustively and methodically to arrive at crucial strategic decisions. There are also other users from the scientific world like scientists who need to conduct research and development activities over large volumes of data. This data is stored mostly in relational databases and datamarts. Scientists like astronomers and biologists use web-enabled applications or interfaces to access, study and analyze this data. For example, genome and astronomy related data are available online for students, research scholars and scientists to conduct various research related activities. These applications require the knowledge of
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structured query language to query related data. Therefore, it is crucial that the users are competent in the query languages to leverage the vast information available. Users who are not adept in this skill may face challenges to query and understand the data. There are some users who may be able to formulate complex queries, however they may not be aware of structure of the schema, relations between tables, constraints in the data etc. Lack of documentation or annotation increases the complexity of the task. Consequently, users may not be successful in acquiring the required knowledge or relevant information from the available raw data. Generally for data analytics, inexperienced users are requested for data list-pulls that require thorough understanding of the database schema. In all such scenarios, users can be assisted by providing them with database query recommendations. These queries can be considered as templates that can be used as it is, or modified as per the requirement to query the database.

Database recommendation systems can make use of past users session data and query logs to come up with meaningful recommendations to the current user. Recommending queries in a collaborative environment poses additional challenges like maintaining privacy of user database queries, thereby necessitating strict access and security controls in the system.

Background:-
Recommendation systems are very popular in the web context. However, database query recommendations are not explored to the desired extent. Database query recommendation systems are generally considered as content based that use keyword or attribute specific search to generate recommendations. Recommendation frameworks on a high level can be categorized as non-personalized, content based, collaborative or hybrid. In Amazon.com [6], an item to item collaborative filtering approach is adopted to suggest recommendations to the users who visit the online store. As opposed to the user-based or item-based collaborative filtering that focuses on similar users/items, this approach generates recommendations based on the items that users tend to purchase or rate together. In keyword based search interfaces over web databases, the generated recommendations could be very open or too specific [7]. Including preferences considering binary relations or quantitative scores for database tuples can provide personalized or customized answers. FlexPref [8] provides another framework to include the preference functionality inside the DBMS. Context is also considered for preferences that are evaluated using functions that reside within the database engine. The plug and play paradigm is more efficient compared to the conventional layered or built-in approach in preference evaluation. A collaborative query management system [9] outlines the architecture for query recommendations in large scale shared data environments. Data mining techniques with components like query profiler, meta-query executor including administrative tasks like access control, can be used to leverage past users session data for meaningful recommendations. FlexRecs [10] implements a framework above the database query engine to define recommendation workflows. New SQL operators are introduced so that users can conveniently parameterize the workflow to provide customized recommendations. SnipSuggest [11] is a system that provides context aware SQL query completion. The system does not provide complete query suggestions; rather it assists in auto-completion like completing certain clauses of the SQL query. The QueRIE [1]-[5] system considers database query suggestion as a recommendation problem and implements a tuple-based, fragment-based and latent-factor model recommender system.

Database Query Recommendation System:-
Database query recommendation system recommends queries based on past user’s session data (or session summary) and a predicted summary that captures the user’s interest in the queries [1]-[5]. Based on the signature denoted by the predicted summary, the most similar queries can be suggested as recommendations to the present user. The formation of the predicted summary and consequently the recommendation engine can be based on neighborhood-based collaborative filtering or latent factor model.

Tuple-based – In the Tuple-based recommendation engine [1], [2], the user-based approach is adopted and database tuples form the framework for calculating the predicted summary. Database queries that provide similar result sets are considered as most similar and presented as recommendations. This approach is however not scalable as the predicted summary grows in size with the database. Compressed summaries may lead to loss in accuracy as well.

Fragment-based – In this recommendation engine, an item to item collaborative filtering [3], [4] is introduced wherein queries are suggested based on which query fragments are likely to co-exist together. Fragments of sql queries here refer to syntactical structure of the queries. This approach is clearly scalable compared to the previous one with accepted loss of precision.
Latent Factor based – A user-item based collaborative filtering is adopted and the recommendations are generated using the matrix factorization techniques [5]. Latent or dormant factors [12] are considered to represent session summaries in terms of the weight of each query fragment in a user session. This approach is more scalable than the previous ones and is feasible for generating recommendations over large volumes of data.

Proposed System:-
The proposed system architecture is outlined in Figure 1. The proposed system enhances the database query recommendation system by enabling access control mechanism for the privacy of users. This is typically useful in a shared database environment where a plethora of users execute various SQL queries for research and analysis or merely for understanding the nature of data. Privileged users get access to a personal space where users can create, alter tables and in general own the space. However, users can still benefit from query recommendations of other users provided others have agreed to share their tables for recommendations. The Recommendation engine (Fragment-based) [3], [4] is based on SQL query fragments. Query fragments and session summaries of past users form the basis for recommending the top-n most similar queries to the current user. The personalized recommendation system also takes into consideration, the queries in the current session of the user.

The access enabled recommendation engine will provide a space that will be accessible only for privileged users of the application. A role based and programmatic control [13] of user access is implemented. Specific privileges are packaged in named roles, and each user is assigned to one or multiple roles. This serves as a simpler and effective approach for assigning and enforcing different sets of privileges and is crucial for access control management in complex applications. In programmatic control, the matrix corresponding to individual database privileges is maintained in a database table and is implemented programatically to enforce access control rules and decisions. Programmatic controls can be exceedingly fine-grained and can incorporate arbitrarily complex logic for implementing access control decisions within the application. A privileged user will have access to a personal space to explore and experiment with the datasets. The user will also be entitled to hide or share their tables with other users as recommendations.

If a query statement $q_i$ fired by a particular user $u_i$ refers to multiple tables and if $u_i$ chooses not to share at least one of them (that is owned by $u_i$), then $q_i$ will not be recommended to other users regardless of the similarity calculated. If the user has privilege to access all the database objects referred by a query, then that query will qualify as a candidate for recommendation. Therefore, data objects can be manipulated, altered or dropped only by its owners and can only be shared or granted read privilege to other users in the form of recommended queries.

Experimental Study:-
The system is implemented incorporating primary modules of query pre-processing, building the fragment-based recommendation engine and plugging the privacy preserving feature. Efficient storage methods like Hash maps for session summaries and fragments similarity are used to increase performance. Database built-in indexes are used to leverage the benefits of quick access to data. Efficient algorithms are implemented to ensure that there is no
duplication or redundant data calculation in the recommendation engine. Role based and programmatic access control techniques are used to implement the complex logic of preserving privacy in recommending queries. The real-time SkyServer data can be accessed through the application.

The framework was evaluated using the traces of SkyServer database [14], [15] with traces of 2015 query logs. The query set was divided into training and test set and the precision and recall values calculated for the recommendations. The recommended queries were compared with the unseen query in the test set. The precision, recall and f-score were calculated taking into account the fragments of the recommended and unseen queries.

The precision, recall and f-score for a sample query are shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3. A point in the graph (a, b) means that a percentage of user sessions have prediction accuracy >= b. High precision and recall is achieved for more than one third of the test sessions and acceptable precision for around one half of the test sessions for the coarse grained approach. The recommendation time takes 6 seconds on an average which can be considered acceptable for an interactive database exploration. The prototype for the access enabled recommendations is depicted in Figure 4.

**Figure 2:** Evaluation - Precision and Recall for sample query
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**Figure 3:** Evaluation - F-Score for sample query
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**Conclusion and Future Work:**

The recommendation framework in the context of databases intents to generate SQL query recommendations that are personalized and benefits the relational database users. In the item (or fragment) based method user sessions are summarized using syntactical fragments or structural components of SQL query statements [3], [4]. As the statements from the query logs used are pre-processed and generalized (therefore coarse-grained), a certain level of prediction accuracy loss is expected, however this method is scalable with acceptable levels of accuracy and can be implemented efficiently. Access enabling functionality preserves privacy of users so that the users can control the queries that access tables owned by them to be presented as recommendation to other users. This is useful particularly in shared databases with a number of users having access both to shared data as well as a personal space for research and analysis.

There are many challenges in implementing the security related issues in applications that are web-enabled and have open and shared access to all thereby presenting interesting directions for future enhancements. One is the concept of hidden fields or attributes in table and maintaining access controls at attribute level in recommended queries. Augmenting queries with annotations effectively can also be useful to users in understanding the recommended queries.
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